WORKSHOPS & FIELD TRIPS
SESSIONS
SESSIONS
SESSIONS
Keeping the Project Going

A New School Year (2021-22)
- The plants survived the first summer!
- However, lots of weed issues, especially around the sprinklers.
- Use of leaf mulch from city facility helped with weeds but hid some small plants and made soil too fertile for others.
- Needed to organize plants into beds where students could more easily find/learn/access them.

Grants
- Fall 2021-Helen Selig Grant from AMSA Foundation
- Spring 2022-AE&EA Mini Grant
- Spring 2022-Toshiba Foundation Grant

Why Native Plants for a Pollinator Garden?
- Many pollinators in Europe are native to North America but half have disappeared from their native range over the last century (Tkalcic et al., 2012).
- Some native bees are highly specialized, requiring pollen from a specific type plant for reproduction.
- Goldfinch, waxworm, hummingbird, and blueberry are specialist and generalist bees.
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
OUTSTANDING EDUCATOR AWARDS
NETWORKING
CONFERENCE VOLUNTEERS
SEE YOU AT THE NEXT CONFERENCE!